FUCK YOUR $2.75
BEING BROKE IS NOT A CRIME
NYPD HANDS OFF OUR KIDS
BROOKLYN STAND UP!
FUCK YOUR $2.75
All over this city, police are hunting for black & brown youth on the subways. Our babies can’t walk home after school or ride the train without police pressing them! Gentrification has only made this shit worst! They looking for any little reason to fuck with us. Flashing these floodlights on our blocks and in our windows so these bougie gentrifiers “feel safe.” So disrespectful! Meanwhile the rent goes up, there ain’t no jobs and no affordable housing, and the city and state government want to press us over $2.75???

FUCK OUTTA HERE!!!!

There isn’t a day where we don’t see people in our hoods asking for swipes on the train cuz $2.75 equals $6.00 a day and who got that every week consistently? But Brooklyn hustles and sometimes sell swipes, and yo fuck it… 2 dollars is better than paying almost 3.

WE GOTTA FIND A WAY IN THIS FUCKED UP SYSTEM TO MAKE IT!

They pressing us for $2.75 and crying broke when they dead ass about to drop 11 billion dollars on building 8-12 new jails talking some bullshit about closing Rikers. LIES. They just want a place to lock us all up so they can finish taking all this real estate and push our asses out of Brooklyn once and for all. We already know what those jails are meant to do and this past Friday they proved it.

On the Franklin avenue stop: 19 yr old Adrian Napier was held at gunpoint by a gang of police aiming their weapons through the subway cart windows over hopping the train

On the Jay street Metrotech stop: NYPD repeatedly punched multiple teens in the face, tackling them to the ground.

In the Bronx, the week prior: Allan Feliz, Antonio Williams, and Victor Hernandez were killed by police.

In Queens, they tased a kid while he was already pinned down to the ground for hopping the train.

IS THIS SUPPOSED TO BE OUR NEW REALITY BROOKLYN???

WE SAY HELL NO! NO NEW JAILS!

NYPD OUT OF THE MTA! NO IMPUNITY FOR THE NYPD!

DROP THE CHARGES AGAINST OUR TEENS!

Everybody sees how the people in Haiti, in Chile, in Lebanon, in Ecuador are rising up and popping off. Fuck your Capitalism!

We about that Decolonization and Abolition!

THE CITY OF NEW YORK BETTER TAKE NOTE